Mr. Saccullo
8th Grade Social Studies
Jimmy Carter, the Energy Crisis, Camp David and Hostages in Iran
Carter’s Bad Economy


The Election of 1976 saw Jimmy Carter, a peanut farmer and former G_________
of Georgia, elected as President.



Carter stressed his h_________, r___________ faith, and the fact that he was
an outsider, uncorrupted by Washington politics and s_________.



Carter promised to r_________ government and end c_________. He defeated
Ford in a very c_______ election.



Carter set a down-to-earth everyman tone to his Presidency when he appeared at
his i__________ wearing an ordinary business suit rather than more
f________ clothing.



After the ceremony Carter and his family w_______ up P__________ Ave.
From the C_______ to the W_______ H___________.



When Carter took office the nation still struggled from high i____________ and un________________.



Carter’s economic policies were ineffective and he did little to gain the s_________ of Congress and the American people who saw his leadership as w________ and ine__________.

An Energy Crisis


Carter made e________ policy a priority because the high cost of
e__________ increased i__________.



In April 1977, Carter presented his National Energy Plan, aimed at ending the
e_________ c________.



Carter created a Department of E__________ to coordinate energy policy
and gave money to f______ research on a____________ sources of
e_______.



He proposed tax policies to e____________ domestic o_______
p___________ and energy c____________.



Congress enacted the plan in a w__________ version which did little to end
Americas dependency on foreign oil.



In March of 1979, Americans became concerned about one alternative energy
source, n________ p________.



An a_________ occurred at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant in
Pennsylvania.

The accident unfolded over the course of five tense days, as a number of agencies at the federal,
state, and local level attempted to diagnose the problem, and decide whether or not the accident
required a full evacuation of the population. In the end, the reactor was brought under control. No
injuries due to radiation occurred, but the accident had serious economic and public relations consequences, and the cleanup process was slow and costly. It also furthered a major decline in the
public popularity of nuclear power, exemplifying for many the worst fears of nuclear technology,
and until the Chernobyl accident seven years later was considered the world's worst civilian nuclear
accident. No nuclear plant has been built in the United States since 1978.

An Energy Crisis
The Chernobyl disaster arose from an accident that occurred on April 26, 1986 at the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant in the Ukraine (then part of the Soviet Union). It is regarded as the worst accident in the history of nuclear power. Because there was no containment building, a plume of radioactive fallout drifted over parts of the western Soviet Union, Eastern and Western Europe, Scandinavia, the British Isles, and the eastern United States. Large areas of Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia
were badly contaminated, resulting in the evacuation and resettlement of over 336,000 people.
About 60% of the radioactive fallout landed in Belarus. The disaster is ten times more powerful
than the atomic bombing of Hiroshima.
The accident raised concerns about the safety of the Soviet nuclear power industry, slowing its expansion for a number of years, while forcing the Soviet government to become less secretive. The
now-separate countries of Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus have been burdened with continuing and
substantial costs for decontamination and health care because of the Chernobyl accident. It is difficult to accurately tally the number of deaths caused by the events at Chernobyl, as Soviet-era attempts to cover up made it difficult to track down victims. Lists were incomplete, and Soviet authorities later forbade doctors to cite "radiation" on death certificates. However most of the expected long-term fatalities, especially those from cancer, have not yet actually occurred, and will be difficult to attribute specifically to the accident. Estimates and figures vary widely. A 2005 report prepared by the Chernobyl Forum, led by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and World Health Organization (WHO), attributed 56 direct deaths; 47 accident workers
and 9 children with thyroid cancer, and estimated that as many as 9,000 people, among the approximately 6.6 million most concerned Soviets alone, will ultimately die from cancer. The International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)
projects tens of thousands dead among the liquidators (those who had been sent to clean up the accident). For its part, Greenpeace estimates a total death toll of 93,000 but cite in their report “The most recently published figures indicate that in Belarus,
Russia and the Ukraine alone the accident could have resulted in an estimated 200,000 additional deaths in the period between
1990 and 2004.” .
Foreign Policy


Carter based his foreign policy on h_________ r___________ looking for governments around the world to
grant freedom and opportunity to people without the threat of persecution or violence.



He proposed that any nation that did not respect the h____________ rights of its c_________ should not receive aid and support from the U.S.



He withdrew economic and military aid from Argentina, Uruguay and Ethiopia because of human rights
v____________.



He condemned South Africa for its racist policy of a_________, a system of racial and e_________ discrimination against non-whites.



Carter tried to ease Panamanian anger at the U.S. by signing a treaty which turned over control of the
P_________ C________ to Panama.



Carter sought to bring peace to the M__________ E_______ by inviting Israeli leader Menachem Begin and
Egyptian leader Anwar el-Sadat to Camp David for a p_______ summit.



After two weeks of discussions the leaders signed the C________ D_______ Accords, a peace treaty between
Egypt and Israel which marked the first time Israel and an Arab nation reached a peace agreement.



In June of 1979, Carter signed the SALT II treaty with the Soviet Union to further limit n________ w_______.



The Senate though did not approve the treaty because of the Soviet invasion of A____________. Carter ordered
economic s___________ against the Soviet Union and the U.S. refused to take part in the Olympic games held
in the Soviet capital of M__________.



Carter’s biggest foreign challenge came when in 1979 Islamic f____________ took over Iran forcing the Shah of
Iran to flee the country to be replaced by Ayatollah Khomeini, a M________ cleric.

July 6, 1980
On November 4, 1979, Iranian protestors took control of the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran after the Carter Administration refused to turn over the deposed Shah
of Iran. The militants initially held 98 individuals, including 63 Americans,
hostage. Just over two weeks later, they continued to detain 50 Americans at
the embassy as well as three diplomats at the Iranian Foreign Ministry.
As this cartoon documents, no real progress was made towards freeing the remaining hostages during the next eight months. In fact, except for one captive
who was freed shortly after July 4th for medical reasons, the rest remained in
captivity until just before Ronald Reagan was inaugurated on January 20,
1981.

This cartoon reflects the lack of progress made in freeing 53 Americans taken
hostage in Tehran on November 4, 1979. At times it was unclear just exactly
who was in charge in Iran. Was it the Ayatollah Khomeini, the Iranian Revolutionary Council or student militants? In the United States, media coverage of
the crisis was unending, although there was often little to report. President
Carter became so absorbed in resolving the situation that late-night comedians
joked he was being held hostage in the White House Rose Garden. Despite the
best efforts of the American government and diplomats from around the world,
the hostages were not freed until January 20, 1981, shortly before Ronald
Reagan was inaugurated as the 40th President of the United States.

''Up! Up! A little higher! That's it!'
September 27, 1974
By September 1974, OPEC had temporarily boycotted selling oil to countries
that had supported Israel in the recent Yom Kippur War, the price of oil had
risen more than 300% from $2.50 a barrel the previous year to $11.65, the rate
of inflation was approaching 12% and worldwide food shortages existed. In
speeches before the United Nations and World Energy Conference, President
Gerald Ford and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger warned against impending
economic disaster if energy prices did not fall and a system of emergency food
reserves established.
In response, the members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) accused the United States of trying to intimidate the cartel to
lower prices by increasing production. A private meeting of officials from the
United States and four other Western nations further heightened the suspicions
of some Arab members of OPEC. U.S. officials eventually declared that negotiations with OPEC, rather then military force or economic retaliation, was the
key to lowering energy costs.

Foreign Policy


In November of 1979, Iranian students, with support of
f_____________ in the government seized the American
e____________ in Tehran, the c_________ of Iran.



They took 52 Americans h__________ and attempts to negotiate f________.



A rescue attempt was made to free the hostages but it failed as
U.S. helicopters c__________ in the Iranian desert, killing
eight American s________.



The hostage crisis dragged on and was a major issue in the 1980 Presidential e________.

The Election of 1980


The Iranian crisis damaged Carter p___________ and by the time of the election Carter’s popularity with the
American public d________ dramatically.



The Republicans nominated R________ R_________ the former Governor of California and actor for president.



Regan radiated charm and his c_____________ message of lower t______, reduced spending, a stronger
d_________, and a restoration of American p_________ attracted Americans weary of government and economic problems.



Regan swept to v_________ winning 489 electoral votes to Carters 49.



A final disappointment for Carter came in January 1981, during the last weeks of his Presidency he worked to
o__________ the r_________ of the hostages. The Iranians did finally release them right after Regan took the
o______ of o_______ and became President.

